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Brand new world d- 51



theme 5.00 [1 vote] Hashiridase! Hashiridase! sora takaku hata kazashi Hatenai kono umi wo koete sagashi ni ikou yo Dare mo imada mitsukerarenai sekai no kiseki wo Takanaru mune omo i no mama tsuki susumu dake sa Yume oibito ga nokosu ashiato woDonna arashino yoru wo kokoro hitotsu ni sureba Koete
yukeru yo! itsu datte! Hashiridase! Hashiridase! Sora takaku hata kazashi Dare ni mo misenai namida mo aru keredo Oikakete oikakete yume wo sasu KONPASU wa Massugu na hitomi sa tachidomarenai around the world START ME UP! Hashiridase! Hashiridase! dare yori mo sono saki e Nigedasanakereba ashita wo
tsukamerunda Oikakete oikakete me ni utsuru subete ima Masshiro na kokoro ni shirushite yukou BRAND NEW WORLD START ME UP! [Full version continues] Umaku ikazu kabe no maede ugokenaku natte Nani mo dekizu kuchibiru kuchibiru kami utsumuku shisen ni Michi ni saita hana ga tsu yo ku narairo wo egaite
Yuku michi wo irodotte kureru no darou toki wa tomaru koto naku nagare tuzuketeru no sa Mae ni susumou sono ashi de! Hashiridase! Hashiridase! dare yori mo sono saki e Nigedasanakereba ashita wo tsukamerunda Oikakete oikakete me ni utsuru subete ima Masshiro na kokoro ni shirushite yukou BRAND NEW
WORLD START ME UP! tatoe kurayami no naka michi mo miushinattemo Akiramenaide... you wo nobase! hikari e the Hashiridase! Hashiridase! sora takaku hata kazashi Dare ni mo misenai namida mo aru keredo Oikakete oikakete yume wo sasu KONPASU wa Massugu na hitomi sa tachidomarenai around the world
Hashiridase! Hashiridase! dare yori mo sono saki e Nigedasanakereba ashita wo tsukamerunda Oikakete oikakete me ni utsuru subete ima Masshiro na kokoro ni shirushite yukou BRAND NEW WORLD START ME UP! BRAND NEW WORLD START ME UP! BRAND NEW WORLD START ME UP! Start running, run,
the flag waving high in the sky. only our pulsating hearts plunging forward in the footsteps of left people to follow their dreamsAny night storm can come, if we put our hearts like one We're going to get through it, always Start running, start running, the flag waving high in the sky Even if there are tears don't show anyone
Go chase down, go chase down. The compass that points to our dream has been given a definite view. We can't stop around the world and get you up. [source: ] Start running, run, the flag waving high in the sky, even if there are tears you won't show anyone, go hunt down, go and chase yourself down. The compass
that points to our dream has been given a definite view. We can't stop around the world and get you up. [Full version continues] Something's wrong, and we're stuck in front of the wall so we don't do anything, we look down at the jaws that bite us, the flowers that bloomed on the street, they definitely draw the rainbow,
they paint the road to follow, without stopping, time will continue to flow. running, start running, advance like everyone else, if you don't start leying you can see tomorrow Go chase down, go chase down, everything that reflects your eyes right let'write it down with our pure heart brand new world START ME UP! Even if
you lose your way in the dark, never give up, stretch your hand out towards the light, start running, the flag high in the sky, even if we don't show tears. Anyone, go down, go down. The compass that points forward, our dream has been given a definite view. We can't stop the world around Start running, start running
forward like everyone else, if we don't start after we can see tomorrow Go chase down, go chase down, everything that reflects your eyes now Let's write it down in our pure heart BRAND NEW WORLD START ME UP! BRAND NEW WORLD START ME UP! BRAND NEW WORLD START ME UP! Run out, run, sky
high, flag, let's look beyond this sea, no one can find it yet I can't find the world kiseking chest I just push forward the idea of a dream chaser left Let's go beyond every stormy night if you put the footprints of a mind Run out, run out, sky high, flag, no, but there are tears, but chasing and chasing the compass pointing out
the dream straight eyes I can't stop the world around Start me up! I can't move in front of the wall and I can't do anything, I can chew on the road, and when the flowers that bloomed on the road strongly paint the seven colors, I continue to flow nonsensessally. If you don't run beyond anyone else, you can grab tomorrow,
chase and chase and write everything you see in pure white heart now Brand new world Start me up! [The future is only the full version] Even if you lose your way, don't give up, run out of light, run out of sky, flag, flag, no one can show you, but there are tears, but chasing and chasing the compass shows the dream of
straight eyes running out of unstoppable world around Run out, if you don't run away from anyone else Write everything in the eyes of the pure white heart now Brand new world Start me up! All-new world Launch ontson! All-new world Launch ontson! [ Thanks to Meins for predicting these rics ] TaiNhacMp3.Biz sا phát
triển nhờ s¢¢ng hộ cاa bёn!. Tёi Nhёc Brand New World về điёn thoёi, Download nhёc mёi Brand New World online. Download nhёc Mp3 Brand New World nhanh nhёt, Tёi Nhёc Mp3 Miёn Phí Brand New World tr¢c tuyёn Lời bài backup: Brand New World Bài backup: Brand New World - D-51 Mirai dake shinjiteru
dareka ga warate morate morate morate kamawanai Hashitteru jounetta ga anta o kiraneraseru Mabushi sugi, demo mitsumetetai Dokka 'bigaku' kanjiteru i'm really really really really study on you Dare ni mo nitenai yume no senaka o Oikakete oikaketeku Yoake o yobisamasu ön na moeru kimochi Atosaki nante prayer
wa shiranai Taikutsu na jikan yari mo Mosaic te ni ireru made believe in wonderland! Yamats umi no mondai o keime no no no no no no nori no no nori no modoraneai wa modoraneai anta no Pride da ne Traffic suzuki yowaki na yoru wa Gyutto itate ageru yo i want to be with you ni mo miemai yume no katachi o
Tsukamaete tsukamaeteku Watashi wa tsuite yuku kara atsui kimochi Tsujitsuma awase betsuni iranai Aifureta nichijou yari mo Paradise mezashite hasshire hisz csodaországban Dare ni mo nitenai yume no senaka o Oikakete o ikaketeku Yoake o yobisamasu you na moeru kimochi Atosaki nante ima wa shirasai
Taikutsu na jikan yari mo te ni ireru made believe in wonderland! See more © 2020 eMinor Incorporated Minden harmadik fél védjegye védjegye trademark owners. ReverbNation is not affiliated with these trademark owners. Episodes 264 - 278 (15 episodes) Brand New World is the sixth opening song in the One Piece
anime. D-51 sings it. The Enies lobby offers scenes from facial scenes. Animation[edit | editing source] The Straw Hat Pirates appear first running through a valley (adapted to Chapter 254 color spread) and then racing bikes near the sea (the Chapter 274 color spread). Luffy swings a tree branch as the title appears on a
map. The camera pans around going merry's 3D view and zooms in on the front. Luffy grins and looks around, followed by shots of Zoro, Nami and Chopper; Then Usopp, Robin and Sanji, appear. Several other pirate ships will be seen sailing. Shots buggy pirates; Blackbeard pirates; Smoker and Tashigi; Portgas D.
Ace; Whitebeard; Dracula Mihawk; Sengoku, Tsuru, Bartholomew Kuma and Donquijote Doflamingo, and the Five Elders; and finally Shanks and the Red Hair Pirates. Straw slabs run along the beach waving usopp flags. They set up camp; Zoro takes a nap, Usopp creates a tent, Chopper does the reverse peek near
the tent before darting inside, Robin and Nami drinks while Sanji goes into the lovestruck whenever he likes, and Luffy fishes from a tree. Luffy spots a fleet of sea ships, and Usopp and Chopper react with surprise. At Luffy's command, the crew runs away and Zoro wakes up. The miniature rendering of the Going Merry
sails across the map (even in land sections) while miniature sea ships fire at it. Merry will escape if more sea ships approach. Luffy activates Gear Second and hits blueno at the top of the Enies Lobby court. Zoro accuses Kaku and clashes swords with them. Sanji fights Kalifa, each attacking with a hail kicks, but none
lands a hit. Sogeking fires Hissatsu Firebird Star, probably at the flag. Nami uses Thunder Charge: Swing Arm in Kalifa's room. Franky and Fukurou exchange punches. Monster Chopper reveals himself. Finally, the camera pans up to show off the Tower of Justice Enies Lobby. Then he shows robin, franky and
spandam's faces, robin looks serious, franky looks very pleased, and spandam's shocked. The CP9 members (except Blueno and Spandam) can be seen below, followed by Straw Hats on the roof of the courthouse. Robin then looks surprised that his crew came for him and show his teammates' faces one by one. The
opener concludes with a shot of the Straw Hat Jolly Roger waving in the wind. Gallery[edit | editing source] Straw hats are fleeing the battlefield. The Marines and the Shichibukai. The Marines are chasing straw hats. The Straw Hat Group shot. Lyrics[edit source] Japanese Kanjapan Japan Rōmaji English translation of
the hasiridase hashiridase hashiridase soratakazashi Start running, start running, Hold up the flag high in the air Crossing the endless ocean, let's go out in search dare mo imada mitsukerenaai sekai not kiseki wo No one finds it, a miracle in the world Just push forward the high range chest takamaru mune omoi no
mama tsuki susumu dake sa We just push forward the feeling of a pulsating heart Dreaming heart Dream oibito ga nokosu ashiato woo People who follow dreams leave foods behind Donna arashi no yoru mo kokoro hitotsu ni sureba No matter how turbulent our nights are, if our hearts are like one, we can move beyond
always koete yukeru yo itsudatte We can get through them, Always run, run, hold the flag high in the sky, hashiride hashidase sora takaku hatakazashi Start running, start running, hold up the flag high in the air There are tears that do not show anyone but dare to ni mo misenaida mo aru keredo There are tears that we
do not show that anyone chasing and chasing the compass shows a dream oikakete oikakete yume osusu konpasu wa But follow, Follow, The compass that point ward dreams Straight eyes Stand up massugu na hitomi sa tachidomarenai I have an eye to point straight ahead, We can not stand still in the world start me!
The whole world is all over the world! Around the world, turn me on. It does not work and it is lost in front of the wall umuaku ikazu kabe no mae de ugokenaku natte things do not go well, we are against the wall, we can not move anything can be done, bite the cuckot, nani dekizu kuchibiru kami utsumuku shisen ni We
We can not do anything, we bite our lips, we look like we are trying to get our heads up. michi o irodotte kureru no darou We will color the way that I travel the rainbow of colors When it will flow without stopping toki wa tomaru koto taku nagare tsuzuketeru no sa time will not stand, It will just keep moving forward to the
feet mae ni susumou sonoashi but So move forward on your own leg Run out in front of anyone hashidase hashidase mer yari mo sono saki e Start running , start running, Forward, more than anyone else, if you do not run away you can grab tomorrow nige dasanakereba ashita o tsukamelunda if you do not run away,
you can grab ahold of tomorrow chasing and chasing everything you see now oikakete oikakete me ni utsuru subete prayer Follow, follow, Now, let's go and chronicle, pure white heartwriting with pure heart massiro na kokoro ni syrushite yukou All which is reflected in our eyes Brand's new world start me up! All-new
world Launch ontson! It's a whole new world, turn me on. Even if you lose sight of your way in the dark, tatoe kurayami no naka michi o mishinatte mo Even if you don't give up, lose sight of your way in the dark Reach out to the light akiramenaide te o nobase hikari e, so don't give up, Stretch your hand towards the light
Start running Start Sky-high flag-raised hasiridase hasiridase so takaku hatakazashi Start running , start running, holding up the flag high in the air There are tears to show no one, but dare ni mo misenay naamida mo Aru Keredo There are tears that we do not show anyone Chasing and chasing the compass shows
dream oikakete oikakete yume osusu konpasu wa But follow, follow, The compass to point ward dreams straight eyes eyes massugu na hitomi sa tachidomarenai I have an eye, to point straight ahead, we can't stand around the world 追 追 だ 逃 そそ 誰へ around the world , 追, let's go映 and chronicle, the pure white
hearts of today's diakti na kokoro ni shirushite yukou all that is reflected in our eyes Brand New World Start me up! It's a whole new world, turn me on. Brand new world Start me up! Brand new world Start me up! It's a whole new world, turn me on. Brand new world Start me up! Brand new world Start me up! It's a whole
new world, turn me on. FUNimation Version[edit | edit source] Lyrics[edit | edit source] Get running, get running, holding our flag high in the sky Let's cross this endless sea to go in search of a global miracle no one yet been able to find With our hearts pounding, we'll just charge ahead as we please following the
footprints of those who chase their dreams No matter how stormy the night If we join our hearts as one, we will be able to make it to Always! Run, run, hold our flag in the sky, even if there are tears, we don't want anyone to see Chase, chase him, if we're going to reach our dream, we always have to look straight ahead
without fear. Run, run, run, walk past everyone else until we run away from it, tomorrow we can grab it in our hands, chase it, cut everything we see in front of us, cut into the blank pages of our hearts Brand New World Start me up! Trivia[edit | edit source] Although Franky House appeared in the previous intro, this first
intro Franky actually appears. He didn't feature again in the opener until Jungle P (opening 9) This theme preludes in the second half of the Grand Line, the New World. This theme appeared in Episode of Merry. In Adult Swim broadcasts, most of the opening is cut; recordings zoro, nami and chopper; then Usopp, Robin
and Sanji, appear and Luffy fishes from a tree, Luffy spots fleet of sea ships, the title appears on a map, Usopp and Chopper react surprise, The Straw hats run along the beach, the Usopp waving the flag, the miniature makes the Going Merry sails across the map (even on land sections), while miniature sea ships fire
through it, the Merry escapes When several sea ships close in and end up, the camera pans up to show the Tower of Justice enies Lobby and Luffy activates Gear Second and Whack. Unless we count that we are. The Straw Hat version, Brand New World, was used for the shortest time, with just 15 episodes. [edit | edit
source] One piece of openings Español Français Polski social content is available under cc-by-sa, unless otherwise stated. Noted.
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